Instructions to Arkansas Fire Prevention Code


Please remove or replace the pages in each of the three volumes according to the directions below to complete your copy of the 2012 Arkansas Fire Prevention Code.

To complete Volume I of the 2012 Arkansas Fire Prevention Code, please do the following:

Step 1: Discard pages i through xxx and insert new pages i through xiv.
Step 2: Discard pages 1 through 14 and insert new pages 1 through 10.
Step 3: Discard pages 15 through 16 and insert new pages 15 through 16.
Step 4: Discard pages 31 through 32 and insert new pages 31 through 32.
Step 5: Discard pages 35 through 36 and insert new pages 35 through 36.
Step 6: Discard pages 45 through 54 and insert new pages 45 through 54.
Step 7: Discard pages 63 through 70 and insert new pages 63 through 70.
Step 8: Discard pages 83 through 88 and insert new pages 83 through 88.
Step 9: Discard pages 97 through 152 and insert new pages 97 through 152.
Step 10: Discard pages 163 through 164 and insert new pages 163 through 164.
Step 12: Discard pages 207 through 214 and insert new pages 207 through 214.
Step 14: Discard pages 407 through 412 and insert new pages 407 through 408.
Step 15: Discard pages 443 through 444 and insert new pages 443 through 444.
Step 16: Discard pages 449 through 450 and insert new pages 449 through 450.
Step 17: Discard pages 463 through 475 and insert new pages 463 through 464.
Step 18: Insert new pages 476.1 through 476.12 after page 476.

To complete Volume II of the 2012 Arkansas Fire Prevention Code, please do the following:

Step 1: Discard pages i through xxx and insert new pages i through xiv.
Step 2: Discard pages 1 through 10 and insert new pages 1 through 10.2.
Step 3: Discard pages 21 through 22 and insert new pages 21 through 22.
Step 4: Discard pages 41 through 44 and insert new pages 41 through 44.
Step 5: Discard pages 49 through 50 and insert new pages 49 through 50.
Step 6: Discard pages 203 through 238 and insert new pages 203 through 238.
Step 7: Discard pages 249 through 252 and insert new pages 249 through 252.
Step 8: Discard pages 261 through 262 and insert new pages 261 through 262.
Step 9: Discard pages 267 through 268 and insert new pages 267 through 268.
Step 10: Discard pages 289 through 294 and insert new pages 289 through 294.
Step 12: Discard pages 347 through 348 and insert new pages 347 through 348.
Step 15: Discard pages 553 through 554 and insert new pages 553 through 554.
Step 16: Discard pages 569 through 586 and insert new pages 569 through 586.
Step 17: Discard pages 611 through 616 and insert new pages 611 through 616.
Step 18: Discard pages 627 through 652 and insert new pages 627 through 628.
To complete Volume III of the 2012 Arkansas Fire Prevention Code, please do the following:

Step 1: Discard pages i through xxvi and insert new pages i through viii.
Step 2: Discard pages 1 through 10 and insert new pages 1 through 8.
Step 3: Discard pages 47 through 48 and insert new pages 47 through 48.
Step 4: Discard pages 51 through 52 and insert new pages 51 through 52.
Step 5: Discard pages 61 through 64 and insert new pages 61 through 64.
Step 6: Discard pages 111 through 112 and insert new pages 111 through 112.
Step 8: Discard pages 493 through 532 and insert new pages 493 through 494. Refer to Arkansas State Mechanical Code.
Step 9: Discard pages 553 through 612 and insert new pages 553 through 554. Refer to Arkansas State Gas Code.
Step 10: Discard pages 613 through 674 and insert new pages 613 through 614. Refer to Arkansas State Plumbong Code.
Step 12: Discard pages 785 through 890 and insert new pages 785 through 788.